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Primoids and duoids are collections of subsets of a fixed finite set with a natural 
generalization of a pivoting property of convex polytopes. This structure is 
precisely what is necessary for the application of complementary pivoting 
algorithms. This paper investigates the combinatorial structure of primoids and 
duoids, showing them to form the circuits and cocircuits of a binary matroid. 
This matroid is then compared with the simplicial geometries of Crap0 and 
Rota. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Primoids and duoids were introduced in [7] to provide a natural setting 
for an abstract theory of complementary pivoting algorithms. They are 
collections of subsets of a finite set with a pivoting property generalizing 
that of convex polytopes. 
Combinatorial systems derived from such generalizations range from 
the abstract polytopes of Adler and Dantzig [I] through the classical 
pseudomanifolds of combinatorial topology to our primoids and duoids. 
In fact, duoids of order n are well known in topology; they are precisely 
the absolute n-circuits of Veblen (see [4, p. 461). However, our concerns in 
this paper are different from those of combinatorial topology: we are 
interested in the set of all primoids and duoids on a given set S and the 
relationships between them, rather than the structure of a particular 
circuit. 
Because of the generalization of the pivoting property we have chosen, 
primoids and duoids include many collections of subsets that are not of 
primary interest. However, they do exhibit a rich combinatorial structure. 
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation for the Department of 
Administrative Sciences, Yale University. The author would like to thank his advisors, 
Professors G. H. Bradley, D. Brown, and N. White. This research was supported in 
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In Section 2 we provide formal definitions and illustrate them with a 
number of examples. Section 3 contains our main results: a charac- 
terization of semiprimoids and semiduoids and a theorem showing that 
primoids and duoids are the circuits and cocircuits of a binary matroid. 
In Section 4 we identify semiprimoids and semiduoids with the cocycles 
and cycles of the simplicial complex of a simplex modulo 2. Then a 
comparison is made between the matroid of Section 3 and the simplicial 
geometries of Crapo and Rota [2]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Consider first a simple n-dimensional convex polytope ?r, i.e., a bounded 
n-dimensional convex polyhedron whose every vertex lies on exactly n 
of its (n - I)-faces, or facets. Let S be the set of facets of 77, of cardinality k; 
then to each vertex P of 72 there corresponds a subset of S of cardinality 
(k - n) consisting of the facets of 7r not containing P. Moreover, given a 
subset V of S of cardinality (k - n + l), then the intersection of the 
remaining (n - 1) facets is either empty or an edge (l-face) of T containing 
two vertices of n. Thus V contains 0 or 2 subsets of S corresponding to 
vertices. Alternatively, we can associate with each vertex P of r the subset 
of S of cardinality n consisting of those facets of P containing P. Then 
every (n - 1)-subset U of S would be contained in 0 or 2 subsets corre- 
sponding to vertices. This example motivates our definitions of semi- 
primoid and semiduoid. 
First we establish some useful notation. Let S be a fixed finite set of 
cardinality k. Elements of S are called facets and denoted by e, f, g, etc. 
Subsets of S are denoted by capital letters; P, D, G, and H generally have 
cardinality n; U, 12 - I; and V, n + 1. We are concerned almost exclusively 
with singletons, (n - 1)-sets, n-sets, and (n + 1)-sets. For 0 < j < k, 
oj denotes the collection of subsets of S of cardinalityj. Lower-case greek 
letters denote collections of subsets of S. If G E y _C a, , we call G a vertex 
of y. We denote by 9 the collection {S\G 1 G E r} of complements of 
members of y. We denote by v,i (~,j) the collection ofj-sets of S containing 
(not containing) e. Upper-case greek letters denote classes of collections 
of subsets of S. The standard set theoretic symbols u, n, and \ (set 
subtraction) are used; the plus sign denotes symmetric difference; and 
summation notation is used for the symmetric difference of a family of 
sets. We write T v e and T\e for T v {e} and r\(e). 
We will use A and B to denote integral matrices and x to denote an 
integral vector. Their reductions modulo 2 will be denoted by the addition 
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of a bar: A, B, and X. R will also denote a matrix over the integers 
modulo 2. 
We can now define our generalizations of polytopes. Let 1 < IZ < k. 
DEFINITION 2.1. rr C u, is a semiprimoid of order n on S iff, for all 
VEU,+1, there is an even number of vertices of 7r contained in V. If the 
even number is always 0 or 2, we call 7r proper. If n is a minimal nonempty 
semiprimoid, we call it a primoid. The class of all semiprimoids (primoids) 
of order j on S is denoted by Uj(fl,,j). 
DEFINITION 2.2. 6 C un is a semiduoid of order n on S iff, for all 
U o o,-~ , there is an even number of vertices of 6 containing U. Proper 
semiduoids and duoids are defined in the obvious way. The class of all 
semiduoids (duoids) of order j on S is denoted by d’(d,j). 
Duoids are precisely the absolute circuits of Veblen (see [4, p. 461). 
Proper duoids are simple absolute circuits or pseudomanifolds without 
boundaries. Our primary interest is in proper primoids and duoids, but 
we will find it convenient to study them by investigating all primoids and 
duoids. 
Clearly, y E nj iff p E dk-i, and y E i&,i iff p E At-j; also f is proper iff 
y is. This observation shows a duality between (semi-) primoids and 
(semi-) duoids. All of our results will be stated in terms of both primoids 
and duoids, but we will prove only the latter part. The former will follow 
by replacing each y by 9 and T by S\T. 
This duality is illustrated in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let us illustrate how a primoid and a duoid can be 
obtained from a simple polytope as in the first paragraph of this section. 
Let S = { 1,2, 3,4, 5}, and consider the triangular prism in 3-space 
(see Fig. 1). Associate 1 and 2 with the top and bottom triangular facets, 
and 3, 4, and 5 with the rectangular vertical facets. Then, writing 13 for 
(1, 3) etc., we haven = (13, 14, l&23,24, 25) and 6 = (134, 135, 145, 234, 
235, 245). Clearly, 8 = i3. 
We will call rr and 6 polytopal if they can be derived in this way from 
convex polytopes. Later (Example 4.4), we will exhibit a proper duoid 
which is not polytopal. Indeed, polytopal duoids are very scarce, even as 
a subclass of proper duoids. A Euler characteristic for duoids was defined 
in [6, Chap. 61. Polytopal duoids must have characteristic 1, but for 
n > 5 any integer can be realized as the characteristic of some proper 
duoid of order n. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let S, ,..., S,,, be a partition of S, and let 1 < Zi < / Si j 
foreachi.Theny={GCS]IGn&I =&for 1 <i<m}isasemi- 
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FIG. 1. A simple polytope in 3-space. 
primoid of order 2 li on S if each Ii is odd, and a semiduoid if each 
1 S, ) - 1, is odd. Note that if S = {1,2, 3,4, 5}, S, = { 1,2}, and 
S, = (3,4, 51, then we recover the primoid of Example 2.3 if ,I = I, = 1 
and the duoid of that example if & = 1, 1, = 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. The collection of vertex sets of the (n - l)-simplices of 
a triangulation of a closed (absolute) (n - I)-dimensional manifold is 
a proper duoid of order n on the set of all vertices of the triangulation. 
The dual of an n-dimensional simple polytope is an n-dimensional 
simplicial polytope whose every facet is a simplex; the latter may be 
considered as a triangulation of the (n - I)-sphere. The duoid corre- 
sponding to this triangulation coincides with that obtained as in 
Example 2.3 from the initial simple polytope. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let U E CJ,,-~ , V E o,+~ . Then rr = {P 1 U C P E a,} 
and 6 = {D 1 VT) D E o,} are, respectively, a proper primoid and duoid 
of order n on S. 
We write 7~ = )U( and 6 = (V); r and 6 are called simplicial. In 
Example 2.3, if we allow a set of superfluous facets containing no vertices, 
then rr and 6 correspond to simplices. The sets of superfluous facets are, 
respectively, U and S\V. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
A fundamental and very simple result is the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. II” and An are closed under symmetric d@erence. 
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Proof. Recall that only the part of the result concerning (semi-) 
duoids will be proved. 
Let S,, ~,EA. Then 6,+6,C6,~6,!Za,. Pick UEU,,_~; then U 
is contained in, say, 2p vertices of 6, ,2q of 6, , and r of 6, n 6,. Then U 
is contained in (2p - r) + (2q - r) = 2(p + q - r) vertices of 
81 + 6,. I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Every semiprimoid (semiduoid) is a disjoint union 
of primoids (duoids). 
Proof. We use induction on the number of vertices of the semiduoid. 
Clearly, the empty set o is a semiduoid that is an empty union of duoids. 
Assume every semiduoid with fewer than I vertices is a disjoint union of 
duoids, and let 6 E A”, with 1 S 1 = I. If S E Aon, it is trivially a disjoint 
union of duoids; otherwise, it contains a duoid, say 6, . Then S\S, = 
6 + 6, E A” by Lemma 3.1, and 1 S\S, 1 < 1. By our induction hypothesis, 
S\S, is the disjoint union of duoids 6, ,..., 6, . Then 6 is the disjoint union 
of 6, ) 6, )..., 6, * i 
COROLLARY 3.3. II” and A” are groups under symmetric deference. 
Proof. Lemma 3.1 shows that An is closed under symmetric difference. 
But o E An is a unit, and every member of A” is its own inverse. 1 
These groups are well known in combinatorial topology; see Section 4. 
It is convenient to omit superscripts of n. Recall that V, (= v,“) and 
T, (= 7,“) are the collections of n-sets of S containing e and not containing 
e, respectively. Before characterizing semiprimoids and semiduoids, we 
need a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 3.4. The only semiprimoid (semiduoid) contained in T,(v,) is o . 
ProoJ: Assume to the contrary that % # S E A and S C v, . Pick 
D,, E 6 and let U = D,,\e. Since all vertices of 6 contain e, U is contained 
in just one vertex of 6, namely, D, . This contradicts the definition of semi- 
duoids. m 
We now show that all semiprimoids (semiduoids) are built up from 
simplicial primoids (duoids); in particular, this is true for polytopal 
primoids and duoids. This result can also be shown by topological 
reasoning. 
THEOREM 3.5. rr ~17 ~TVT = C >P\e(, the summation being over all P 
in rrnv,. 6 E A ifl 6 = C (D u e>, the summation being over all D 
in 6 n 7, . 
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Proqf For all D in 6 n 7, , D u e is an (n + 1)-set and (D u e> is a 
simplicial duoid. Thus, if 6 = C (D u e), 6 is the symmetric difference 
of semiduoids, and hence a semiduoid by Lemma 3.1. To prove the 
converse, let 6’ denote the symmetric difference of the (D u e)‘s. Then 
6’ is a semiduoid whose intersection with T, is just 6 n T, , since each 
(D u e) contains only one vertex in 7, , namely, D. Thus 6’ n T, = 6 n T, , 
giving (6 + 8’) n 7, = o . Now 6 + 6’ is a semiduoid by Lemma 3.1, 
contained in v, ; by Lemma 3.2, 6 + 6’ = o and 6 = 6’. m 
Let us illustrate Theorem 3.5 with the duoid 6 of Example 2.3. We have 
6 = (134, 135, 145, 234, 235, 245). Taking e = 5, we have 8 n T, = 
(134, 234). (1345) = (345, 145, 135, 134) and (2345) = (345, 245, 
235,234). The symmetric difference of these two simplicial duoids is 8 
itself. 
Theorem 3.5 is concerned with the internal structure of semiprimoids 
and semiduoids. The structure of the interrelationships between all 
primoids and duoids of a given order is most clearly described by matroid 
theory. Whitney [9] introduced matroids as abstract dependence structures 
and gave many equivalent axiom systems. For our purposes, it is most 
convenient to define a matroid on a finite set E as a pair (E, %‘), where %’ 
is a collection of nonempty subsets of E called circuits, satisfying: 
(Cl) no circuit contains another; and 
(C2) if C, , C, are circuits, a E C, n C, , b E C,\C, , then there is a 
circuit C, with b E C, C (C, u C,)\a. 
THEOREM 3.6. (0% , IT,,“) and (a, , A,“) are matroids. 
Proox (Cl) holds trivially. Now let 6,) 6, Ed, with D, E S1 n 6, and 
D, E S,\S, . By Lemma 3.1, a1 + 6, is a semiduoid containing D, but not 
D1 . By Corollary 3.2, 6, + 6, is a disjoint union of duoids, one of which, 
say 6,) contains D, . Then D, E 6, _C (6, u 6,)\D, , proving (C2). 1 
To investigate the relationship between these two matroids, we need 
the concepts of base and fundamental circuit. A base of a matroid (E, %) 
is a maximal subset of E containing no circuit. If B is a base of (E, V) 
and a .$ B, there is a circuit contained in B u a, for otherwise B is not 
maximal. This circuit must contain a, since B contains no circuit; and an 
application of (C2) shows its uniqueness. We call the circuit the 
fundamental circuit associated with a and B and denote it by FC(a, B). 
LEMMA 3.7. For each e ES, T, is a base of (un, II,,) and v, is a base 
of (% , A,). For every G E v, , )G\e< is the fundamental circuit of (a,, 170> 
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associated with G and r, . For every H E T, , (H u e) is the fundamental 
circuit of (a, , A,) associated with H and v, . 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, Y, contains no duoid, i.e., no circuit of (a, , d,). 
But if HE 7c , (H u e) is a circuit of (u., , d,,) contained in v, u H. Thus 
v, is maximal containing no circuit, hence a base. We have also identified 
the fundamental circuits. 1 
Bases of (un , I&,) and (Q~ , d,) other than those described in Lemma 3.7 
seem hard to characterize. 
A matroid (E, V) is called binary if for some base B and any circuit C, 
C = C FC(a, B), the summation being over all a E C\B. Thus Theorem 3.5 
and Lemma 3.7 prove that (u., , I7,,) and (a, , d,,) are binary. 
The relationship between these matroids is the fundamental one of 
duality. Two matroids (E, U,) and (E, VJ are dual if C, is a circuit in V, 
if and only if 
(a) forallC,E%YI, ICInC,l #l;and 
(b) C, is minimal nonempty with property (a). 
For a proof that this condition is equivalent to the more usual conditions 
in terms of basis or rank, see [5, Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 3.8. (a, , I&) and (u, , A,) are dual binary matroids. 
Proof. We showed above that both are binary. It is clear that binary 
matroids are determined by a base and the set of associated fundamental 
circuits. Let (a, , A,*) be the dual matroid of (us , d,). Since both (a, , II,,) 
and (a,, A,,*) are binary, to show them equal we need show only that they 
share a base and the associated fundamental circuits. 
First we show that for any e ES, 7, contains no circuit of (a, , A,*). 
Assume to the contrary that T, 1 y E d,*. Pick HE y; then (H u e) E A, , 
and I(H U e) n y I = I{H}I = 1, contradicting (a) above. 
Now take G E v, . We will show that )G\e( E A,*. For any 6 E d, , 
1 6 n )G\e(I = I{0 1 G\e _C D E S}i is even by definition. Hence )G\e( 
satisfies condition (a). Now let o $1 y be strictly contained in )G\e(. Then 
there is an element of )G\e(, say (G\e) uf, not contained in y. Hence 
y C TV, and from the argument above y #A,*. So >G\e( satisfies (a) 
and (b), and is therefore a circuit of (a, , A,*). 
We now have identified a base 7, of (a,, A,,*) and the associated funda- 
mental circuits )G\e( for G E v, . Comparing with Lemma 3.7, we have 
(un , A,*) = (un , IT,,), proving the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 3.9. If PI and P, are distinct vertices of rr E IT,, , then there 
58zb/zo,13-3 
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is a duoid 6 E A, intersecting 7~ in just P, and Pz . If D1 and D, are distinct 
vertices of 6 E A,, , then there is a primoid T E II,, intersecting 6 in just D, 
and D, . 
Proof. Since 8 is a duoid, S\D, contains no circuit of (On , A,,) and hence 
can be extended to a base v of (u, , A,). Clearly D, 6 v. Since (cm , .Q,) 
and (a, , A,,) are dual, the bases of the first are the complements in u‘e 
of the bases of the other; T = u,\v is a base of (ul, , &). Let v E n0 be 
the fundamental circuit of (a, ,17,) associated with D2 E v and 7. Then r 
intersects S\D, in just D, . By property (a), 7r must intersect 6 in just D1 
and D,. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. If n- ~17, 6 6 A, 1 Z- n 6 j is even. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2 it is sufficient to consider rr ~fl~, 6 E A,. 
Now a circuit of a binary matroid and a circuit of its dual have even 
intersection (see [4]). From the theorem, (a,, &) and (a,, A,,) are dual 
and binary. 1 
Corollary 3.10 is a fundamental existence theorem in abstract comple- 
mentary pivot theory and can be used to prove Sperner’s lemma, or the 
existence of a Nash equilibrium point in bimatrix games [7]. This reference 
also contains a constructive proof of the corollary enabling one to find 
a second member of 71 n 8 given a first. 
Note that if r or 6 is simplicial, the corollary merely states the definition 
of semiduoids or semiprimoids. 
Since (a, , fi,,) and (a, , A,,) are binary, they have representative matrices 
over the field of integers modulo 2, 6, (see [8]). A representative matrix 
over a field F of a matroid (E, U) is a matrix over F with columns indexed 
by E such that minimal linearly dependent sets of columns correspond 
to circuits. 
One representative matrix for (us , A,,), which we will denote by R, has 
columns indexed by CT, and rows indexed by T:-‘. For U E 7:-l, G E a, , 
ZuG is 1 if UC G and 0 otherwise. Using the natural correspondence 
between T,“-’ and van obtained by adjoining or deleting the element e, we 
can alternatively index the rows of ii;i by v,%. In this case, ii;i is the standard 
representative matrix corresponding to the base complement (in [S], 
dendroid) T,~ of (a,, A,,). The reason for choosing ~2~’ to index the rows 
is to be able to relate ii;i to the boundary matrix An of the next section. 
Theorem 3.14 of [6] is a direct proof that 55 represents (a,, d,). 
If we are given 6 C ala , we may check whether it is a duoid by using &? 
or by examining a slightly smaller matrix. In both cases, it is worthwhile 
to note that a set of vectors of 9, is a minimal linearly dependent set iff 
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the sum of the vectors is zero and the deletion of any particular vector 
leaves an independent set. If 6 is known to be a semiduoid, there are 
simpler sufficient conditions for it to be a duoid in terms of the connected- 
ness of certain graphs. For details, see [6, Theorems 3.12-3.151. 
Edmonds [3] has suggested that the matrix formulation could be taken 
as the starting point for studying the structure of primoids and duoids. 
We will outline this approach later. 
4. SIMPLICIAL GEOMETRIES AND COMBINATORIAL TOPOLOGY 
In this section we view semiprimoids and semiduoids in terms of the 
boundary operations of combinatorial topology. We then compare the 
dual matroids (on, fl,) and (a, , d,,) to the simplicial geometries of Crapo 
and Rota [2]. 
The simplest way to introduce the boundary operations is in terms of 
matrices. To take care of orientation, we assume that S is ordered and 
denote by pj the collection ofj-tuples (e, , e2 ,..., ei) with e, < e, < ... < ei . 
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between pj and aj ; abusing 
notation slightly, we will use the same symbol to denote corresponding 
elements of pj and uj . 
A vector x over the integers indexed by pj is called a j-chain. If xG 
is nonzero only when G is a vertex of y, x is aj-chain on y. The boundary 
matrix Aj takes j-chains into (j - 1)-chains. Aj has columns indexed 
by pi and rows indexed by piml ; the entry a& is zero unless Q C R, and 
(-l)i if R = (eI , e2 ,..., ej) and Q = R\ei . If x is a j-chain, Ajx is a 
(j - I)-chain called the boundary of x. We call x a j-cycle (on y) if it 
is a j-chain (on 7) with zero boundary. We denote by Bj (Aj+l)*; Bj takes 
aj-chain x into a ( j + I)-chain called its coboundary. We call x a j-cocycle 
(on r) if it is a j-chain (on y) with Bjx = 0. 
If we replace the ring of integers by the field of integers modulo 2, 
b, , we obtain corresponding definitions. jIj and Bj are just the reductions 
modulo 2 of Aj and Bj. If E is a j-chain over 8, , it is a j-cycle over 9, 
if ;I% = 0, and a j-cocycle over .ZZDz if BjX = 0. Note that j-chains over 
ZYZ are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with subsets of 09 . If 
X is a j-chain over ZZ, let ya denote (G E oj 1 ZG = 13, and if y Z Dj , 
define & by letting X,c be 1 if G E y and 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 4.1. ya is a semiprimoid (semiduoid) of order n on S if and only 
if X is an n-cocycle (n-cycle) over %oa .
Proof. yx is a semiduoid of order n on S if and only if, for all U E ‘T,,-~ , 
the sum of ones for all G in yp containing U is zero modulo 2. This con- 
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dition holds iff &Zc,$, = 0 modulo 2 for all UE pnml , i.e., precisely 
when 23 = 0. 1 
Lemma 4.1 shows that we can define the circuits of (a,, d,) as those 
6 C un on which there is a nonzero n-cycle over %oZ and which are minimal 
with this property. 
The simplicial geometry of Crapo and Rota [2], denoted (a,, E,,), has 
as circuits those y c u, on which there is a nonzero n-cycle over 3, and 
which are minimal with this property. (A geometry is a matroid with no 
one-or two-element circuits.) 
The next lemmas relate these two matroids. 
LEMMA 4.2. If 5 E EO , there is a 6 E A,, with 6 C (. 
. Proof. There is a nonzero n-cycle over 3’ on [, say x. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that at least one coordinate of x is odd. Since 
A”x = 0, the reduction X of x modulo 2 satisfies An% = 0, and 3 is a 
nonzero n-cycle over 6, . Thus yx is a nonempty semiduoid, containing 
a duoid 6. Then 6 C yI C 6. 1 
Lemma 4.2 demonstrates that the identity map on u, is a map from the 
matroid (0 n , E,,) to the matroid (a, , A,), i.e., if y is independent in the 
former it is independent in the latter (see [2, Chap. 91). 
Clearly, if t E E0 , there is only one n-cycle over %” and its multiples 
on .$, and if SEA,,, there is only one n-cycle over Zoz and its multiples 
on 6. We also have 
LEMMA 4.3. If 6 E A,, , there is at most one n-cycle over CZ and its 
multiples on 6. 
Proof. If x is a nonzero n-cycle over 3 on 6, then x must be nonzero 
everywhere on 6; otherwise, Lemma 4.2 would yield a duoid properly 
contained in 6. Now let y and z be nonzero n-cycles over 3’ on 8, pick 
D E 6, and let x = zD y - yDz. Then since x is an n-cycle over 3 on 8 and 
xD = 0, x = 0, and zD y = y,z. From all nonzero n-cycles over 3’ 
on 6 we can pick the one whose coefficient on D has the smallest absolute 
value. Then clearly all n-cycles over 3 on 6 are multiples of this one. 1 
The lemmas show that our matroid (a, , A,) would coincide with the 
simplicial geometry of Crapo and Rota if and only if there were a nonzero 
n-cycle over 3 on every duoid 6 E A, . The following example, however, 
exhibits a duoid 6 on which there is no nonzero n-cycle over 3. Indeed, 
any such n-cycle would give an orientation to the nonorientable projective 
plane. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let S = {1,2, 3,4, 5,6} and, using the abbreviated 
notation of Example 2.3, let 6 = (123, 126, 134, 145, 156, 235, 245, 246, 
346,356). 
Using the standard representation of the projective plane as a disk with 
diametrically opposed boundary points identified, Fig. 2 shows the corre- 
sponding triangulation. 
This example also shows that the map from (a,, E,,) to (a,, A,,) 
induced by the identity on u, is not strong. It can be checked that 8 is 
a flat of (a, , A,), but it is not a flat of (a, , &). Indeed, there is a nonzero 
3-cycle over 9’ on y = 6 u 146 which has nonzero coefficient on 146. 
The 3-cycle x has coefficient +l on 126, 145, 156, 235, 246, and 346, --I 
on 123, 134, 245, and 356, -2 on 146, and 0 elsewhere. The support of x 
must be minimal with a 3-cycle on it, for otherwise the technique of 
Lemma 4.3 would yield a 3-cycle over 9’ on 6. For definitions of terms 
in this paragraph and a more detailed discussion of simplicial geometries, 
see [2]. 
We will next use well-known results of combinatorial topology to prove 
a weaker version of Theorem 3.5. We will show that every semiduoid 
is the symmetric difference of a family of simplicial duoids. 
Recall that X is an n-cycle over 9s if A% = 0. In this case, X corresponds 
to an n-cycle over ZZ?‘~ in the standard sense of the simplicial complex 
2s = {T_C S} of a (k - I)-simplex. Similarly, 2 corresponds to an 
n-boundary of 2s if there is an (n + I)-chain jj with An+lj = X. Expanding 
this expression, we find that yx is the symmetric difference of the simplicial 
duoids ( V) for all V E rr . Conversely, if y is the symmetric difference of 
simplicial duoids (V) for V E fl C u,,+~ , then An+ljsB = ZY , and ZY is an 
n-boundary. 
The lz-dimensional homology group of a simplicial complex is the factor 
group of the group of n-cycles by the group of n-boundaries. The 
FIG. 2. A triangulation of the projective plane. 
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elementary simplicial complex 2s has all its homology groups trivial. 
Thus every n-cycle is an n-boundary, i.e., every semiduoid is the symmetric 
difference of simplicial duoids. An analogous cohomology argument 
proves the dual result for semiprimoids. 
We now turn to an examination of semiprimoids and semiduoids from 
the viewpoint of matrices and vectors. We will show that the theory of 
Section 3 can be recovered with Lemma 4.1 as the starting point. Since 
we are no longer concerned with orientation in ZZ, we consider Z and 
i?j to have rows and columns indexed by uj-1 and gj, and similarly E 
to be indexed by of, 
Lemma 3.1 follows directly from Lemma 4.1, and Theorem 3.6 is 
apparent when we note that the matroids generated by iP and An are 
(0, ,Jb) and (0% , 0,). To prove the duality of these, we must show 
(a) that each row of An is orthogonal to each row of B”; and 
(b) that r(An) + r(Bn) = ) o, / = (f), where r denotes rank. 
Let 6, denote the row of An corresponding to U E unV1, and &, the 
row of P corresponding to V E (T,+~ . If U $ V, then 5, and 5, have no l’s 
in common, while if V = U u e u f, then they have precisely two l’s in 
common corresponding to U u e and U uf: In either case they are 
orthogonal, proving (a). 
We compute the ranks of An and Bn by finding row bases for each. 
Clearly, the rows of An corresponding to members of T:-’ are independent, 
since they contain a permutation matrix in the columns corresponding 
to vsn (for ZUc = 1 iff U u e = G for U E 7:-l, G E v,~). Consideration of 
a number of cases shows that Z, for U E v:-’ depends on the rows corre- 
sponding to it-‘. The latter rows therefore form a row basis of cardinality 
r(A”) = (,“I:). Note that the rows of An in this row basis form the matrix 
R of Section 3. Similarly, a row basis for Bn consists of rows corre- 
sponding to members of YE+‘, and r(B*) = (“;‘). These equations prove 
(b), and hence the duality of (a, , fl,,) and (a, , 0,) is established. 
Theorem 3.5 is then proved as follows. A comparison of dimensions 
shows that the null space of An is equal to the row space of B”, which is 
generated by rows corresponding to V’s in v:+l,, i.e., incidence vectors of 
simplicial duoids (V) for V E vF+l. Hence every semiduoid is the symmetric 
difference of simplicial duoids of this type, and the precise form of the 
theorem can be obtained by comparing incidences in 7,“. 
In vector spaces over fields of nonzero characteristic, difficulties arise 
because a nonzero vector can be orthogonal to itself. For this reason, 
we cannot conclude that the space of n-chains on un is the direct sum of 
the space of n-cycles and the space of n-cocycles. If k is even, this con- 
clusion may be false, as shown by the example k = 4, n = 2. 
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We will show that, if k is odd, then Z = 17 @ d, where Z is 
the space of n-chains on gn, 17 is the space of n-cocycles, and A is the 
space of n-cycles. By Lemma 4. I, our abuse of earlier notation is 
insignificant. 
It will suffice to show that 17 n A = (0) for then by the dimensionality 
results above dim(n 0 A) = dim 17 + dim A = dim Z Let us assume to 
the contrary that &, ~17 n d, and X, # 0. Thus there is a vertex G in y; 
let y’ consist of those vertices of y sharing n - 1 facets with G. Then, 
expressing y’ two ways, we have 
u {HEyIHCGue,H#G}=y’= ~{HE~/HJG\~,H#G). 
t=S\G fee 
Since y is a semiprimoid, the cardinality of each set in the left-hand 
union is odd; hence 1 y’ 1 = I S\G 1 = k - n module 2. However, y is also 
a semiduoid. Thus, the cardinality of each set in the right-hand union is 
odd, and 1 y’ j = I G 1 = n modulo 2. Since k is odd, we have a contra- 
diction. Thus 5 = 0 and 17 n A = {0}, as required. 
In fact, we can obtain the unique decomposition of a chain by two 
projection maps. First we prove 
LEMMA 4.5. If k is odd, then .U E II @ W1AnZ = X, and 2 E A $f 
pp+ljpx=~ 
Proox If 3 = An+l&, then X is an n-boundary, hence an n-cycle. 
Now assume X E A. Then 
Since there are k - n (n + 1)-sets V containing G, Xc occurs k - n times 
in the expression above. The other terms are of the form & for 
H n G E ~,+r . Thus 
(An+‘gnjZ)c = (k - n) Xc + 1 ffH. 
HA Geonml 
= (k - n)XG+ C C x~. 
esG H>G\e,H#G 
If% = 0, then &,C,e.HZC ZH = L,,c,e zH = (PPz)~,~ = 0. If zG = I, 
then CH>G,H#C %f = CH,+. z/j - & = (PZ),,, - xc = 1. Thus 
(?i”+lB”X)~is 1 iff EG is; he&e A*+lB% = X. 1 
We may now exhibit the decomposition of an arbitrary n-chain: 
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THEOREM 4.6. If k odd, then we have the following unique decomposition 
of an n-chain X E C into a cocycle and a cycle: Z = Bn-lAnX + An+lB”x. 
Proof: We have shown above that Z is the direct sum of 17 and A. 
Thus X has a unique decomposition, say X = X, + X8 , where 2, E l7, 
Rg E A. Applying the matrices Bn-rAn and A”+liP we obtain 2, = Bn-16nX 
and X, = An+lB5, as required. 
We conclude with an open question. If n = 2, the matroids (gZ, 1102) 
and (a2 , A,2) are the bond- and polygon-matroids of the complete graph 
on k vertices. Thus a matroid is graphic (cographic) iff it is isomorphic 
to a minor of (u, , Lr02)((cr2, L102)) f or some S. Analogously to the question 
raised by Crapo and Rota for simplicial geometries, we may ask for a 
characterization of (a, , IJ,) and (un , A,,), or their minors, for n > 2. 
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